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ABSTRACT : Well log data of a well plays a vital role throughout the life of field. This log data is extensively used in
analyzing well production problems and in planning field development. So the well log data needs to be stored carefully
and it is also necessary that it is accessible easily at the time of need. Without any data management system users had
to put in a lot of efforts to get log data before they could use it for their analysis. A simple user friendly well log data
information system was designed and implemented in Cauvery Basin, Chennai. The complete software and user interface
is developed in-house with existing hardware setup. The information system was implemented without any additional
cost to organization towards this project.

INTRODUCTION

The acquired log data is generally stored on magnetic
tape media. Generally a well is logged in multiple stages
depending on the target depth and each stage of logging
operation would add a tape to the tape inventory. With
advancement in technology the recording media has changed
from bigger magnetic tape reels to a small compact DAT
(Digital Audio Tape) with much higher storage capacity. The
storage format of the well log data is LIS (Log Information
Standard) Format. To retrieve the data of the required channels
suitable decoding software appropriate to the computer system
is required.

ISSUES IN ACCESSING LOG DATA

In the absence of any log data management system
to retrieve the log data of a particular well for required interval
the users had to go through the following steps:

First the tape media was identified from the hard copy
registers, where the information about magnetic tapes was
kept. Once the tape media was identified, the readability of
the tape was checked and then the tape listing verification
was generated to identify the file number and mnemonics of
the required log channels. Finally data was retrieved. After
the retrieval process, the plotting control files were prepared
and the data was played back graphically to ascertain the data
quality. With thousands of tapes and DATs in the inventory it
was laborious and time consuming task to get the log data of
the desired interval of any well. The detailed work flow is
presented in Figure-1

Log data was acquired by different agencies who use
different mnemonics  to denote the same type of investigation.
For instance deep induction resistivity measurement was
denoted by ILD, RILD etc. The analyst had to either remember
the mnemonics or refer to the company’s manual to get the
exact mnemonics.  LIS data file used to contain a lot of
mnemonic channels and actually a limited number of channels
are only required for routine analysis to take business
decisions. Each and every time when the log data is accessed
the complete LIS file had to be scanned and this is a
cumbersome and time consuming process.

Even though the magnetic tapes and DATs were
stored in temperature and humidity controlled environment,
with the passage of time many tapes were giving problems
while reading. On many occasions problems in accessing the
data on tapes lead to data corruption.
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WELL LOG MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

It was felt by the users that a Log data information
and management system is essential to make the log data
available smoothly without loss of time.  Accordingly, it was
decided to design and implement a well log information
system. A completely user-friendly and fully customized user
interface was designed and developed after having discussions
with the end users.  This project was implemented in three
stages as follows:

Stage-1 Data gathering

The complete information about the log data acquired
in the wells and the availability of data in digital form were
populated in Access data base and wherever the data was not
available in digital form the log prints were digitized.

Stage-2 Log data archival

The conventional log data was archived on a Erasable
Optical Disk (EOD). As the conventional log data is frequently
accessed, it was decided to keep this data on direct access
media for faster access. Data archival was implemented by
following steps:

a) Transferring of data from tape to disk

An interactive in-house software was developed to
dump multiple LIS format files from the magnetic tape
sequentially on to disk.

b) Generation of verification listing of LIS files

In this step the files dumped on to disk are verified
through the LIS verification program. A Unix shell script
program was developed to automatically generate verification
listing for any number of files

c) Quality check

In this step the data  is retrieved from the LIS data
file and played back graphically on to the  video screen and
verified with original log prints.

d) Transferring data to EOD archive

In this step the verified data file was transferred to
EOD archive and information was maintained and updated
electronically in the system.

Stage-3 Providing of user interface -  Log Data Manager
(LDM)

An in-house interface LDM was developed and
provided to the end user for smooth and quick access to the
required log data. The key features of the LDM are

a) Well name identification in archive

Users can check and locate the required wells quickly
by giving full or partial well name.

b) Data transfer

LIS files from the archive can be transferred to any
destination without disturbing the original format.

c) Automatic channel data retrieval

Users can get the data retrieved for the conventional
logs automatically just by giving the file name.

In-house software which is mix of a Unix shell
program and FORTAN programs was developed to do this
task. This software uses a library which contains all the
required mnemonics necessary for the users and this library is
easily updatable for future developments. This library frees
the users from remembering or identifying the mnemonics of
various logging companies.

d) Conversion of LIS files to LAS files

End users felt that LAS format9 files are quite easy
to load log data into commercial application. This module is
also in-house developed. End user can convert any LIS file to
LAS format by selecting this option in LDM. This module
also uses the library mentioned above.

e) Presentation module

Quite often it is necessary to present the log data in
various forms. This module takes care of  all the presentation
needs of the users and sends the plot to the required output
device. This module uses LAS format files and generates all
the plot control files automatically thereby saving a lot of users’
time. Here also a library is holding all the information for the
presentation of various log curves.

Figure – 2 presents a sketch of log information
system.
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ADVANTAGES OF WELL LOG DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

With the implementation of log data information
system users can access the log data with much ease. The
required log data is easily available within a short time which
earlier used to take hours and days and lot of effort. The
maintenance and management of data on few EODs is simple
as compared to the maintenance of thousands of tapes.

COST OF WELL LOG DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

The Well log management system is very cost
effective as it is implemented in the existing Solaris
workstation setup with out any additional hardware or any
commercial software. The complete software and user
interface is in-house developed. When the archive grows in
size the investment is required towards the purchase of EODs
which is negligible when compared to the cost of existing
commercial data management systems.

This management system is easily portable to any
Solaris workstation. The data can be stored in hard disk itself
wherever the EOD drives are not available.

CONCLUSION

A simple user friendly log data information system
was designed and implemented in Cauvery Basin, Chennai.

Information Management - A Case Study of Design

From the end users’ feed back it was found that the log analysts
are saving substantial time in data preparation and now they
are able to devote more time towards data analysis and other
productive exploration and developmental activities. Thus this
well log data management system adds value to the exploration
and development with out any additional cost to organization.
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Figure 2: Log data Management System


